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ABSTRACT
This is a meta-analytic review of controlled clinical trials investigating
adaptations of motivational interviewing (AMIs), a promising approach to treating
problem behaviors. For each study, descriptive characteristics were coded and individual
effect sizes (Cohen's d) were computed. In order to evaluate comparative efficacy,
combined effect sizes for AMIs were calculated, separated by comparison group and
problem area. To test for sustained efficacy, post-treatment & follow-up effect sizes for
AMIs were compared. Additional data were compiled to evaluate the clinical impact of
AMIs. Finally, potential moderators were analyzed to test five specific hypotheses
related to the effects of AMIs.
Thirty clinical trials were included in this review, representing a wide variety of
studies. AMIs were equivalent to other active treatments and yielded moderate effects
(ranging from .25 to .57) compared to no-treatment or placebo controls for problems
involving alcohol, drugs, and diet & exercise. These effects were sustained through an
average of 67 weeks of follow-up and for as long as 4 years post-treatment. Based on
four studies, there was weak evidence for AMIs in the areas of smoking cessation and
HIV-risk behaviors. Overall, AMIs demonstrated considerable clinical impact, with 51%
improvement rates, a mean within-group effect size of .82, a 56% reduction in client
drinking, and moderate effects on social impact measures {d = .47) such as days of work
lost due to substance use.
Each of the five specific hypotheses in this meta-analysis was at least partially
confirmed. Miller's lab (the founder of motivational interviewing) produced the best
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outcomes for AMIs, while AMI treatments were most efficacious for severe client
samples. AMIs generated the best results when used as preludes to further clinical
services rather than as stand-alone treatments. Studies of low methodological quality
yielded better outcomes for AMIs than did high quality studies, although the overall
picture with regards to quality was unclear. Finally, AMIs showed a significant doseeffect relationship, with higher treatment doses resulting in better study outcomes.
Additional analyses provided evidence that the conclusions of this meta-analysis are
reasonably immune to the effects of client attrition as well as to publication bias.
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INTRODUCTION
Motivational interviewing is a relatively new and promising therapeutic approach
that integrates the relationship-building principles of humanistic therapy (Rogers, 1951)
with more active cognitive-behavioral strategies targeted to the client's stage of change
(Prochaska, DiClemente, & Norcross, 1992). It has been defined as a client-centered yet
directive method for enhancing intrinsic motivation to change by exploring and resolving
client ambivalence (Miller & Rollnick, 2002). Since publication of the first edition of the
motivational interviewing book (Miller & Rollnick, 1991), empirical research has
mounted on approaches related to motivational interviewing for a variety of clinical
problems. For example, three exemplary studies that have eliminated almost all problems
in internal validity (Miller, Benefield, & Tonigan, 1993; Project MATCH, 1997;
Stephens, Roffman, & Curtin, 2000) provide strong support for the efficacy of these
approaches in the domains of alcohol and drug addiction. In Project MATCH (1997),
four sessions of motivational enhancement therapy (MET) performed as well as two 12session empirically-supported treatments - twelve-step and cognitive behavior therapy.
The present article will review this research domain meta-analytically, focusing on
controlled trials of individually delivered interventions that incorporate the four basic
principles of motivational interviewing: (a) Expressing empathy, (b) developing
discrepancy, (c) rolling with resistance, and (d) supporting self-efficacy (Miller &
Rollnick, 2002).
In the research literature, the most widely used approach related to motivational
interviewing is one in which the chent (often alcohol or drug addicted) is given feedback
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based on individual results from standardized assessment measures, such as the Drinker's
Check Up (Miller, Sovereign, & Krege, 1988) or a modification of it. The feedback is
delivered in a motivational interviewing "style" and discussion of the problem may
extend to one or more sessions that continue to embody the fundamental spirit and
methods of motivational interviewing. We consider this feedback-based approach employed in many of the studies reviewed here including Project MATCH (1997) - to
constitute an "adaptation " of motivational interviewing (AMI) because it is defined by
the presence of the feedback component and not solely by the use of motivational
interviewing per se (W. R. Miller, personal communication, March 2001). More broadly,
we also apply the term "AMI" to interventions that incorporate additional nonmotivational interviewing techniques while retaining motivational interviewing principles
as the core of treatment, as well as to interventions that have been specifically adapted for
use by non-specialists (Rollnick, Heather, & Bell, 1992). To date, virtually all of the
empirical studies in this area (and therefore in this review) deal with the efficacy of
AMIs, with no studies addressing the efficacy of motivational interviewing in relatively
pure form.
Three previous reviews of approaches related to motivational interviewing have
been published. Noonan & Moyers (1997) reviewed the 11 clinical trials of AMIs
available at that time (nine with problem drinkers and two with drug abusers), concluding
that nine of these studies supported the efficacy of AMIs for addictive behaviors. Dunn,
DeRoo, and Rivara (2001) performed a systematic review of 29 randomized trials of brief
interventions claiming to use the principles and techniques of motivational interviewing
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(or what we have called AMIs) to change behavior in four domains: (a) Substance abuse,
(b) smoking, (c) HIV-risk reduction, and (d) diet/exercise. Data on methodological
features were tabled, as were calculations of effect sizes and their 95% confidence
intervals, although the authors chose not to combine or compare data meta-analytically
due to the heterogeneity of the studies. The strongest evidence for efficacy was found in
the substance abuse domain, where AMIs appeared to work well for problem drinkers
and improved the rate of entry into and retention in intensive substance abuse treatment.
AMI effects did not appear to diminish over time, and the effect sizes for AMIs as
preludes to other treatments (e.g., inpatient care) were roughly equivalent to those for
AMIs as stand-alone interventions.
More recently, Burke, Arkowitz, and Dunn (2002) reviewed 26 studies that met
their inclusion criteria. The authors concluded that the research supported the efficacy of
AMIs for alcohol problems, drug addiction, hypertension, and bulimia, as well as for
compliance in patients with diabetes. Mixed support was found for AMIs in the domain
of cigarette smoking, increasing physical activity, and enhancing dietary adherence in
patients with hyperlipidemia. No support was found for AMIs in the reduction of HIVrisk behaviors (e.g., needle-sharing). In general, the AMIs reviewed were superior to notreatment control groups and less credible alternative treatments, and equal to active
comparison treatments.
To our knowledge, the current review will be the first thorough meta-analytic
examination of the motivational interviewing literature to date. This meta-analysis will
be multidimensional (Westen & Morrison, 2001), providing a range of statistics (in
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addition to effect sizes) bearing on outcome with five main objectives. First, we will
present the basic characteristics of the controlled clinical trials of AMIs. Second, we will
test the efficacy of AMIs across clinical problem domains compared to control
procedures (e.g., no-treatment or weak alternatives) and to other active treatments. Third,
these studies will be examined for evidence of sustained efficacy - the ability of the
AMIs to produce lasting symptomatic changes rather than solely an initial response
(Westen & Morrison, 2001). Fourth, we will explore the evidence for the clinical impact
of AMIs - the practical value or importance of an intervention to clients or to others with
whom chents interact (Kazdin, 1999). Fifth, we will focus on the identification of
moderator variables - factors associated with variations in the outcome of controlled
trials of AMI that may shed light on why various results occurred (Rosenthal &
DiMatteo, 2001). Five moderators will be investigated: (a) Investigator effects (for
alcohol studies only), (b) severity of alcohol or drug addiction (for substance abuse
studies only), (c) use of the AMI (stand-alone treatment or prelude to further clinical
services), (d) methodological quality of the study, and (e) comparative treatment dose.
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METHOD
Study Selection
For this review, we searched through the reference sections of all three prior
reviews and the motivational interviewing website (www.motivationalinterview.org).
We also conducted a database search (PSYCINFO) using "motivational interviewing" as
a key phrase, and, finally, we sent out an electronic message to all members of the
Motivational Interviewing Network of Trainers (MINT) asking for any published or
unpublished studies relevant to our purposes.
This article follows the general guidelines commonly employed in reviews of the
efficacy of various psychotherapies (e.g., Kazdin, 1992). For this reason, studies had to
satisfy the following criteria in order to be included in this review: (a) The intervention
under study consisted primarily of implementing the motivational interviewing principles
discussed above rather than principles of some other approach (such as cognitivebehavioral therapy), (b) the intervention was delivered on an individual (one-on-one) and
face-to-face basis, and (c) the study design met our criteria for a controlled clinical trial.
In our definition, a controlled clinical trial must utilize: (a) Random assignment to groups
or an alternate way of equating compared groups of clients before treatment (e.g.,
sequential assignment), (b) at least one comparison group, and (c) adequate measurement
targeting pertinent problem areas. Although the controlled clinical trial has recently
come under criticism (e.g., Borkovec & Castonguay, 1998), it remains the gold standard
for evaluating treatment outcome (Stanton & Shadish, 1997).
Statistical Analyses

Our general data analytic approach for this review is outlined in Table 1. The
specific strategies and procedures employed in implementing this approach are discussed
in detail below.
Effect Size Estimation.
For each study reporting sufficient information, effect sizes and confidence
intervals for the main behavioral and health outcomes at all reported follow-up times
were calculated. When necessary, authors were contacted for group means and standard
deviations not reported in the original article (Gentilello et al., 1999; Juarez, 2001;
Martino, Carroll, O'Malley, & Rounsaville, 2000). For each follow-up interval of each
treatment comparison involving AMI, a unit-free effect size, g, was calculated by
subtracting the control group mean from the experimental (AMI) group mean and
dividing the result by the pooled standard deviation according to the following formula
(Hedges & Olkin, 1985, pp. 78-79):

Effect Size = g = (Y^ - Y^)/s and
s = (n^-l)(s")^ + (n^-n(s^)^
n^ + n^-2

where

and Y'' are the experimental and control group means post-treatment, s is the

pooled standard deviation,

and s*" are the experimental and control group standard

deviations, and n^ and n*^ are the experimental and control group sample sizes. In all
cases, an unbiased estimate of the population effect size, d, was then obtained by
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correcting for the bias in g (Hedges & Olkin, 1985, p. 81). When means were not
available, the effect size, d, was estimated directly from significance tests {t, F, or chisquare) according to the requisite procedures (for more details, see Rosenthal, 1991, pp.
18-20).

For all effect sizes, 95% confidence intervals were derived from the variance of d,
which was estimated according to the following formula (Hedges & Olkin, 1985, p. 86);

a^(£/) = [(n^ + n^) / n'^n^ ] + [c/^ / 2(n^ + n^)]

where n^ and n*^ are the experimental and control group sample sizes respectively.
Combining Effect Sizes.
Prior to combining effect sizes, they were grouped into theoretically meaningful
subcategories according to the following two variables:
1. Clinical problem domain: alcohol, smoking, drug addiction, HIV-risk
behaviors, or diet & exercise.
2. Design type: no-treatment/placebo control or active treatment comparison
group.
A group of independent effect size estimates was then generated within each category
(e.g., AMI vs. no-treatment/placebo controls for alcohol problems). For studies using
multiple follow-up points, the first post-treatment effect size was selected. For studies
using multiple outcome measures, the effect size associated with the best target measure
was selected a priori according to psychometric properties and common usage (e.g..
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standard drinks/week as a measure of alcohol consumption). When possible, combined
effect sizes were also generated separately for secondary target measures, such as peak
blood alcohol concentration (BAC) for alcohol problems.
The combined effect size, dc, was computed by weighting each individual effect
size according to the inverse of its variance. In this way, each study contributed to the
combined estimate according to the precision of its own effect size estimates (i.e., studies
with larger sample sizes contributed more heavily to the combined effect size). For
comparative purposes, the combined effect size was also estimated using the
methodological quality of each study as a weight (see "Investigating Moderators" below
for details on methodological quality ratings).
For each combined effect size weighted by inverse variance, 95% confidence
intervals were derived from the variance of dc (Hedges & Olkin, 1985, p. 113). A
homogeneity analysis was then performed (Hedges & Olkin, 1985, p. 123), yielding a Q
statistic with an asymptotic chi-square distribution. A nonsignificant Q indicates that the
variance in the distribution of effect sizes may be attributed to sampling error, whereas a
significant Q indicates that there is some consequential variation or heterogeneity across
studies meriting further exploration (Segrin & Dillard, 1992). The result of each
homogeneity analysis was therefore used to decide whether or not to further subdivide
that particular group of effect sizes according to moderator variables (e.g., dose of AMI,
as described below); this procedure was repeated until all subgroups were statistically
homogeneous.
Sustained Efficacy.
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In order to examine whether the efficacy of AMI interventions was sustained over
time, we conducted the most rigorous test possible (Stanton & Shadish, 1997) by
examining only those studies that generated effect sizes at both post-treatment and at
least one other follow-up period. For this subset of studies, an SPSS macro for weighted
ANOVA was employed (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001, pp. 135, 212) and adjusted according to
Gleser & Olkin's (1994) procedure for stochastically dependent data. This analysis
yielded a between-groups Q statistic (the meta-analytic analog to the F test) that could be
tested for the significance of the difference between post-treatment and long-term effects
of the AMI interventions.
Percent Improved Data.
Several AMI studies provided data on the percent of clients who improved or
abstained from alcohol and drugs following treatment. These data were combined metaanalytically to yield "percent improved" estimates for alcohol and drug addiction ranging
from 1 month to 4 years post-treatment. Percent improved estimates provide another
measure of sustained treatment efficacy (Westen & Morrison, 2001) as well as an
indicator of clinical impact (Kazdin, 1999).
"Within-AMI" Effect Sizes.
For all studies providing the necessary data, within-treatment (pre-post) effect
sizes were computed for groups receiving AMIs as stand-alone interventions. These
"within-AMI" effect sizes were then combined by weighting each one according to its
sample size. Although widely reported, within-treatment effect sizes are not very
meaningful because these estimates confound real treatment effects with spurious effects

such as regression to the mean and placebo factors, hence undermining the causal
inferences that are the virtue of experimental designs (Westen & Morrison, 2001).
Despite this serious caveat, "within-AMI" effect sizes are used here as an indicator of
clinical impact, addressing the question; What is the estimated upper limit of the effects
of AMIs, before any alternative explanations for these effects have been ruled out?
Drinking Frequency Data.
Several studies provided data on the drinking frequency of clients (in standard
ethanol content, SEC, per week) before and after stand-alone AMI treatments. These
data were combined meta-analytically to yield estimates for mean alcohol consumption
pre- and post-AMI treatment, thereby providing an additional indicator of clinical impact.
Social Impact.
For alcohol & substance abuse studies, combined effect sizes of AMIs were
estimated separately for social impact measures (Kazdin, 1992). These are outcome
measures that tap into socially relevant life problems related to the target symptom (e.g.,
days absent from work due to drinking), thus serving as another indicator of the clinical
impact of AMI interventions.
Investigating Moderators.
In addition to subdividing heterogeneous effect size groupings according to
categorical moderators as discussed above, five specific hypotheses were generated with
respect to potential moderators:
1. In the alcohol domain, studies conducted in the lab/clinic of W. R. Miller (the
founder of motivational interviewing) were expected to yield larger effect sizes
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for AMIs than studies conducted elsewhere. There were two main reasons for this
hypothesis: First, effect sizes may have been inflated in Miller's lab/clinic due to
investigator allegiance effects (Luborsky et al., 1999); second, the superior quality
of motivational interviewing training and supervision, as well as ongoing integrity
checks, available at Miller's lab/clinic may have resulted in better AMI treatment
and hence larger effects.
2. For substance abuse studies, AMIs were expected to yield larger effect sizes
with more severe client samples. Motivational interviewing was designed to work
best with clients who are highly ambivalent and resistant to change (Miller &
Rollnick, 2002), which is more likely to be the case with severe rather than mild
addictions.
3. AMIs used as preludes to further clinical services were expected to yield
larger effect sizes than AMIs used as stand-alone interventions. Motivational
interviewing was originally developed as a prelude to action-oriented treatment
approaches (Miller & Rollnick, 1991), since it is aimed at moving clients toward
more advanced stages of change (Prochaska et al., 1992) so that the benefit of
further clinical services is enhanced.
4. AMI studies of lower methodological quality were expected to yield larger
effect sizes than AMI studies of higher quality. While Glass, McGaw, & Smith
(1981) presented evidence that, in the typical meta-analysis, there is no strong
relation between study quality and effect size, more recent reviews have
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suggested that there may in fact be an inverse relationship (e.g., Garrett, 1985;
Stanton & Shadish, 1997).
5. AMI treatments that were longer (relative to the comparison treatments) were
expected to yield larger effect sizes than shorter AMI treatments. In other words,
it was hypothesized that AMI would show a dose-effect relationship, as
commonly reported in reviews of psychotherapy outcome (e.g., Howard, Kopta,
Krause, & Orlinsky, 1986; Shadish, Navarro, Matt, & Phillips, 2000).
In order to test the specific hypotheses above, five potential moderators were coded for
each study as follows:
1. Investigator/lab, a simple measure coded "yes" or "no" based on whether or
not the study was conducted in W. R. Miller's substance abuse clinic (for alcohol
studies only).
2. Severity of alcohol or drug addiction, which was coded by two independent
raters as follows (for substance abuse studies only): (a) Mild, if the sample at
intake consumed less than 20 standard drinks/week or was diagnosed with
substance abuse according to DSM-IIIR (APA, 1987) or DSM-IV (APA, 1994),
(b) mixed/moderate, if the sample at intake consumed between 20 and 60 standard
drinks/week or was mixed in terms of substance abuse/dependence diagnoses
(DSM-IIIR or IV), (c) severe, if the sample at intake consumed more than 60
standard drinks/week or was diagnosed with substance dependence (DSM-IIIR or
IV). The Spearman-Brown formula was used to estimate the effective interrater
reliability of the severity ratings (Rosenthal, 1991, p. 52).
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3. Use of the AMI, either as a stand-alone intervention or as a prelude to further
clinical services.
4. Methodological quality of the study, with two independent raters judging the
quality of each study on 12 specific dimensions as presented in Table 2. Some
dimensions (e.g., group allocation, follow-up rate and length) counted for more
than 1 point, which resulted in a maximum possible Methodological Quality
Score (MQS) of 17 (see Miller et al, 1995 for more details on this rating system).
The Spearman-Brown formula was used to estimate the effective interrater
reliability of these MQS ratings (Rosenthal, 1991, p. 52). For certain analyses
(see below), studies were split into high quahty (MQS=10-i-) and low quality
(MQS<10).
5. Comparative dose of the AMI treatment, measured in total minutes of AMI
(minutes per session times number of sessions) minus total minutes of comparison
treatment. For certain analyses (see below), studies were split into four groups:
(a) Negative dose (i.e., AMI was shorter than the comparison treatment), (b) zero
dose (AMI was equal to the comparison treatment), (c) low dose (5-60 minutes
more of AMI than of the comparison/control treatment), and (d) high dose (>60
minutes more of AMI than of the comparison/control treatment).
Because each of the first four moderators above was clearly confounded with design type,
these moderators were analyzed for no-treatment/placebo control designs only. The fifth
moderator, comparative dose, was not confounded with design type and therefore was
analyzed for the entire sample of AMI studies. The first three moderators were analyzed
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using an SPSS macro for weighted ANOVA (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001, pp. 135, 212),
which resulted in a between-groups Q statistic that could be tested for significance in
each case. The fourth and fifth moderators, both continuous variables, were analyzed in
two ways: (a) using a median- or other categorical split followed by a weighted ANOVA
(as above), and (b) using a random effects SPSS macro (Lipsey & Wilson, 2001, pp. 138,
216) to compute weighted correlations between each moderator (in continuous form) and
the corresponding effect sizes.
Reducing & Estimating Bias
As in all meta-analyses (and reviews in general), subjective judgment was
involved and there were decisions to be made at various points throughout the process.
In order to minimize allegiance effects in this article, the approach of Westen and
Morrison (2001) was employed. When two procedures seemed equally reasonable and
statistically sound, we selected the one that would minimize the effect size estimation of
the AMI interventions. For example, we used the post-treatment pooled standard
deviation (whenever available) as the denominator in calculating effect sizes, which
produced smaller estimates than if we had employed the pre-treatment pooled standard
deviation instead. Thus, the effect sizes and confidence intervals reported in this article
can be considered conservative tests of the hypothesis that AMIs are efficacious.
Further, another potential source of bias in meta-analyses is attrition, which
merits scrutiny because it can present a significant threat to the internal validity of a
controlled experiment (Liddle & Dakof, 1995). We wanted to see whether taking
attrition into account would alter the conclusions we reached. Accordingly, we computed

an additional effect size, total attrition d (TA d), for AMI studies compared to notreatment/placebo controls whenever sufficient data were available. This was calculated
by counting all participants who were lost to follow-up as "failures" and assigning each
of them the post-treatment mean of the control group as their individual outcome score.
The resulting effect size (TA d) is equivalent to the classic "intent-to-treat" analysis, in
which all participants assigned to conditions are included (Stanton & Shadish, 1997), and
therefore provides an estimated lower limit for the efficacy of AMIs in these studies.
Finally, statisticians and behavioral researchers have long suspected that the
studies published in journals are a biased sample of the studies that are actually carried
out (Rosenthal, 1991). In order to estabUsh reasonable boundaries on this "file drawer"
problem, we calculated the number of unavailable (filed or future) studies averaging null
results that would reduce our findings to a nonsignificant level (see Rosenthal, 1991, p.
104). This result was then used to estimate whether publication bias was a threat to the
overall conclusions of this review.

Descriptive Statistics
Thirty clinical trials involving adaptations of motivational interviewing (AMIs)
met inclusion criteria for this meta-analysis. The basic characteristics of these studies are
shown (grouped by clinical problem area) in Table 3. There were 15 studies
investigating AMIs for alcohol problems, 2 for smoking cessation, 5 for drug addiction, 2
for HIV-risk behaviors, and 4 for diet & exercise problems. The most common settings
for these clinical trials were substance abuse clinics (12) and hospitals (9), with some
studies conducted in general medical practices (3) or on college campuses (2). Sample
sizes of the studies ranged from 22 to 952 with a mean of 206 participants. Two different
design types were employed in these studies: In 26 studies, AMIs were compared to
control groups, whereas in 9 studies, AMIs were compared to other bona fide, active
treatments (5 studies used both design types). Control groups included 11 true notreatment groups, 9 placebos (e.g., 5-minute interview, informational letter), and 6
standard treatment groups (e.g., brief dietary advice). Active treatment comparison
groups included 7 cognitive-behavioral interventions (e.g., relapse prevention, risk
reduction), 2 twelve-step facilitation groups, 2 confrontative feedback interventions, and
1 client-centered counseling condition.
The dependent variable was virtually always the target symptom (e.g., drinking
frequency) and, in 8 studies, also included social impact measures tapping into symptomrelated problems (e.g., days of work lost due to drinking). The AMI treatments were
used either as stand-alone interventions (16 studies) or as preludes to further clinical
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services (14 studies), and the overall dose of the AMIs ranged from 15 to 240 minutes
with a mean of 99 total treatment minutes. The comparative dose of the AMIs (minutes
of AMI minus minutes of comparison treatment) ranged from -480 to +270 with a mean
of +22 comparative minutes. The experimental rigor of the clinical trials was highly
variable, as methodological quality scores (MQS) ranged from 6 to 17 with a mean of
about 10. Lengths and rates of follow-up were also heterogeneous in these studies:
Follow-up length ranged from 4 weeks to 4 years with a mean of 18 weeks, while rates of
follow-up ranged from 26% to 98% with a mean of 74%). For more comprehensive
descriptive tables featuring 26 out of the 30 studies reviewed here, please see Burke et al.
(2002).
Comparative Efficacy
After describing the 30 studies, our second goal in this review was to explore the
comparative efficacy of AMIs compared to control groups and to other active treatments.
Individual effect sizes for the AMI clinical trials are shown in Table 4. In this review,
effect size {d) means that a person receiving the AMI treatment improved by an average
of "d" standard deviations on that particular measure (from intake to post-treatment)
relative to someone in the control group. Of the 30 studies, 11 of them produced at least
one statistically significant (nonzero) effect size in favor of the AMI under investigation.
Table 5 shows the combined effect sizes (with 95% confidence intervals) of AMIs
across five clinical problem areas as weighted by inverse variance and by methodological
quality. Two fundamental summary results emerge from a close inspection of the table.
First, while AMIs have shown significant (nonzero) effects compared to no-
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treatment/placebo controls, they have not produced any significant effects relative to
other bona fide treatments. For alcohol and drug addiction studies, AMIs have yielded a
combined effect size near zero (.02) in the seven studies that compared them to other
active treatments, although the AMIs were shorter than the alternate treatments by an
average of 180 minutes (three or four sessions).
Second, the combined effect sizes of AMIs compared to no-treatment or placebo
controls have been quite variable across the five problem domains. For illustrative
purposes, these effect sizes are shown graphically in Figure 1. According to Cohen's
(1988) classification system, AMIs have yielded medium effects in the areas of drug
addiction (.56) and diet & exercise (.53). In the alcohol domain, AMI effects have been
small to medium (.25 to .57) depending on the target measure (standard ethanol content,
SEC or blood alcohol concentration, BAC) and on which weighting system (inverse
variance or MQS) is used. Conversely, AMIs have not shown any significant effects in
the areas of smoking cessation or HIV-risk behaviors.
Using the combined effect size groupings for AMIs compared to control groups
and to active treatments (when available) across problem domains as a starting point, the
tree diagram in Figure 2 illustrates the course taken in subdividing any heterogeneous
groupings into smaller clusters until only homogeneous groups (shown with boxes
around them) remained. The three studies that compared AMI to no-treatment or placebo
controls for drug addiction initially formed a heterogeneous group, which was subdivided
into two homogeneous groups based on whether the study administered a high or a low
treatment dose. The study that used a high dose (more than 60 total minutes of the AMI
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intervention) produced a larger effect size { d = . M , N = 154) than the two studies using a
low dose of AMI treatment {d = AA, N = 96).
Treatment dose was also used to subdivide the four diet & exercise studies that
compared AMI to no-treatment/placebo controls into two groups: one low dose study {d
= .03, N = 84) and three high dose studies {d = .69, N= 282). This high dose group was
still heterogeneous and therefore was further subdivided into two groups based on
methodological quality scores (MQS), with the low quality study producing a larger
effect size {d = 1.24, N= 94) than the two high quality studies combined {d = .45, N =
188).
Thus, two categorical moderators - dose and quality - were used to subdivide
effect size groupings until all clusters were homogeneous. While groups of high dose
studies yielded larger effect sizes than low dose studies, groups of high quality studies
yielded smaller effect sizes than studies of low quality. These moderators will be
discussed in more detail later.
Sustained Efficacy
The third broad objective of this meta-analysis was to investigate the sustained
efficacy of AMI treatments - i.e., the ability of the AMIs to produce lasting symptomatic
changes rather than solely an initial response (Westen & Morrison, 2001). Toward this
end, the nine studies of AMIs that generated effect sizes at post-treatment and at least one
other follow-up point were examined. In these studies, the effect sizes at about 20 weeks
post-treatment (J==.13,A'^=1519) were approximately equal to those at an average of 67
weeks of follow-up {d= .11, N= 1479), with no significant differences between these
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two time points {p > .50). Hence, the effects of AMIs did not appear to fade over time.
Clinical Impact
Our fourth broad goal in this review was to examine the clinical impact of AMI
interventions - the practical value of the effect of an intervention to clients or to others
with whom clients interact (Kazdin, 1999). We used four different sources of
information for this purpose, as displayed in Table 4: (a) Percent improved data, (b)
within-treatment effect sizes, (c) pre-post drinking frequency estimates, and (d) social
impact measures.
Percent improved estimates were available for seven studies, all in the areas of
alcohol or drug addiction. In these studies, 51% of 346 people who received AMI
treatments showed noticeable improvement or abstinence (as reported by the original
study authors) on substance use measures taken anywhere from 4 weeks to 4 years posttreatment (M= 53 weeks post-treatment). Improvement was 54% for stand-alone AMI
interventions and 43% for AMIs used as preludes to further clinical services, although
this difference did not quite reach statistical significance [^{\, N = 346) = 3.06,/? = .08].
Comparatively, 38% of 222 people improved or abstained after no-treatment, while 35%
of 48 people improved or abstained following treatment-as-usual (e.g., standard inpatient
care). The percent of people who improved following AMI treatments (51%) was indeed
significantly greater than the percent who improved (37%) with either no-treatment or
treatment-as-usual

N= 616) = 10.95,/? < .01]. Thus, administering AMIs in

addition to or instead of the usual treatments appeared to improve client success rates
from about one-third to one-half.
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Within-treatment effect sizes were obtained from 11 studies (across all five
problem domains) that used AMIs as stand-alone interventions. The combined withinAMI effect size (weighted by sample size) for these studies was .82, a metric that serves
as an estimated upper limit of the effects of AMIs before alternative explanations (e.g.,
passage of time) have been ruled out. This means that, on average, a client receiving
AMI treatment improved by .82 standard deviations on the target outcome measure from
intake to post-treatment.
Drinking frequency pre- and post-AMI treatment was estimated from six alcohol
studies using stand-alone AMIs. Drinks were measured in standard ethanol content
(SEC), units equivalent to 0.5 oz (15 ml) of absolute alcohol (Miller et al., 1993). Based
on 373 participants, those receiving AMI treatments lowered their drinking frequency
from 35.7 {SD = 32.9) SEC drinks/week at pre-treatment to 15.6 {SD = 25.4) SEC
drinks/week at follow-ups of up to 1 year. While this represents a sizeable (56%)
decrease in alcohol consumption, the elevated standard deviations {SD) must be borne in
mind when interpreting these results.
As noted above, combined effect sizes of AMIs were computed separately for
social impact measures - variables that tap into important life problems beyond the target
symptoms. Displayed in Table 5 (and graphically in Figure 1), these social impact effect
sizes were in the medium range overall, reaching .29 for alcohol (four studies), .90 for
drug addiction (two studies), and .47 for alcohol/drugs combined. This suggests that
AMIs can indeed impact clients in broad and socially relevant ways in addition to
bringing about accompanying symptom relief

Hypothesis Testing (Moderators)
As mentioned above, five specific hypotheses were generated with respect to
potential moderators in the AMI domain. The results of this hypothesis testing are shown
in Table 6. Note that the p values presented in Table 6 and below are from the ANOVA
analog Q statistic for between-group differences (as explained above) unless otherwise
specified.
1. In the alcohol domain, studies conducted in the clinic of W. R. Miller (the
founder of motivational interviewing) were expected to yield larger effect
sizes for AMIs than studies conducted elsewhere.
This hypothesis was confirmed: Studies conducted in Miller's clinic did have a
larger mean effect size (.51) than studies conducted elsewhere (.21), and this difference
w a s statistically s i g n i f i c a n t ( p = . 0 5 ) .
2. For substance abuse studies, AMIs were expected to yield larger effect sizes
with more severe client samples.
This hypothesis was partially confirmed: Studies with the most severe client
samples did have the largest mean effect size (.56), followed by those with the least
severe samples (.30) and then by studies with samples of moderate/mixed severity (.18).
These differences were statistically significant (p = .02), and the interrater reliability for
the severity coding was good (r = ,83).
3. AMIs used as preludes to further clinical services were expected to yield
larger effect sizes than AMIs used as stand-alone interventions.
This hypothesis was confirmed: Studies using AMIs as preludes to other services

did have a significantly {p = .00) larger mean effect size (.53) than studies using AMIs as
stand-alone interventions (.21).
4. AMI studies of lower methodological quality were expected to yield larger
effect sizes than AMI studies of higher methodological quality.
The evidence in support of this hypothesis was mixed. When studies were
analyzed via a median-split, low quality studies did have a significantly {p = .01) larger
mean effect size (.49) than high quahty studies (.24). However, when the methodological
quality scores (MQS) were correlated with effect size in their original continuous form, a
different picture emerged: MQS was inversely related to effect size as expected, but with
a nonsignificant {p = .84) weighted correlation coefficient of r = -.04. Due to these
curious results, effect sizes were plotted by MQS (see Figure 3). The graph in Figure 3
suggests a bimodal relationship between effect size and MQS, with very poor quality
studies (MQS = 7) and very good quality studies (MQS = 14) both generating the largest
mean effect sizes. The interrater reliability for the MQS coding was good (r = .86).
5. AMI treatments that were longer (relative to the comparison treatments) were
expected to yield larger effect sizes than shorter AMI treatments.
This hypothesis was confirmed by both analyses. When comparative dose was
split into four groups (negative, zero, low, and high dose), the mean effect sizes were .01,
.12, .19, and .51 respectively, showing that studies with higher doses of AMI treatment
did indeed have significantly {p = .00) larger mean effect sizes as predicted. The
weighted correlation between comparative dose (in its original continuous form) and
effect size was also significant (r = A9,p = .00). Thus, AMI treatments showed a strong
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dose-effect relationship in these 30 clinical studies [see Howard et al. (1986) for a
discussion of the dose-effect relationship in psychotherapy, which, in that review, is
based on a meta-analysis of percent improved measures].
Total Attrition Effect Sizes
As mentioned above, total attrition d was estimated for AMI studies compared to
no-treatment/placebo controls whenever sufficient data were available. The resulting
effect sizes (TA (i) are displayed for each study in Table 4. While taking attrition into
account generally reduced the effect size estimates, two points are noteworthy here.
First, in a few cases, including attrition actually increased the effect size estimates for
AMIs (e.g., when d was negative). Second, there was only a single case (Aubrey, 1998)
in which accounting for attrition actually changed the effect size estimate from significant
(nonzero) to non-significant for the AMI under study.
Furthermore, as shown in Table 5, combined effect sizes were computed for total
attrition d (TA d) using the same method as for original d (i.e., weighted by inverse
variance and by methodological quality score, MQS). The combined effect sizes were
almost indistinguishable whether or not attrition was taken into account. For alcohol
problems, combined TA J (.21) was lower than combined d (.25) when weighted by
inverse variance, but slightly higher when weighted by MQS (.43 versus .42). For diet
and exercise problems, combined TA J was higher than combined d when weighted by
inverse variance (.57 versus .53) and when weighted by MQS (.49 versus .48). For
smoking cessation and HIV-risk behaviors, there were virtually no differences between
TA d and original d. Combined TA d estimates were not available in the area of drug
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addiction due to the low number of studies (only one) with individual TA J available.
Estimating File Drawer Bias
Finally, we estimated the extent of the file drawer problem and its impact on the
conclusions drawn in this review (as described above). In order to reduce the effect size
of AMIs compared to no-treatment/placebo controls in the areas of alcohol, drug
addiction, and diet & exercise problems to a nonsignificant level (p > .05), 1181 filed (or
future) studies averaging null results would have to exist. This exceptionally high
number bolsters our confidence that the findings presented in the current meta-analysis
are resistant to the file drawer threat.
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DISCUSSION
Summary of Findings
There were 30 clinical trials of AMIs included in this review, representing a wide
variety of studies. The prototypical study was conducted in a substance abuse clinic and
compared two sessions (99 minutes) of AMI to no-treatment for about 200 total
participants; the study was of fair methodological quality (MQS 10/17) and measured
target drinking outcomes in standard ethanol content (SEC) per week over about 18
weeks of follow-up with 74% response rates.
In terms of comparative efficacy, AMIs were equivalent to other active treatments
and superior to no-treatment or placebo controls for problems involving alcohol, drugs,
and diet & exercise. There was no good evidence for the efficacy of AMIs in the areas of
smoking cessation and HIV-risk behaviors. The efficacy of AMIs for alcohol, drug, and
diet & exercise problems was in the medium range overall (J's around .50) and was
sustained through an average of 67 weeks of follow-up, and for as long as 4 years posttreatment.
AMIs also demonstrated considerable clinical impact in these studies. Fifty-one
percent of people who received AMI treatment were improved at follow-up compared to
only 37% of those receiving no-treatment or treatment-as-usual. The average withinAMI effect size was large (.82), with clients reducing their drinking by 56% from about
36 to 16 standard drinks (SEC) per week as a result of AMI treatment. AMIs had as
much of an effect on social impact measures (J=.47) as on target symptoms, showing that
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the treatment could have positive consequences on a wide range of important life
problems.
Each of the five specific hypotheses in this meta-analysis was at least partially
confirmed. Miller's lab produced the best outcomes for AMIs, while the AMI treatments
were most efficacious for severe client samples. AMIs generated the best results when
used as preludes to further clinical services rather than as stand-alone treatments. Studies
of low methodological quality yielded better outcomes for AMIs than did high quality
studies, although the overall picture with regards to quality was not so clear: A closer
inspection of the data revealed a possible bimodal relationship between quality (MQS)
and effect size, with very poor and very good quality studies producing the largest
effects. Finally, AMIs showed a significant dose-effect relationship, with higher
treatment doses resulting in better study outcomes.
The effects of potential biases in our findings were investigated in two ways: (a)
By calculating total attrition effect sizes (TA d, individual and combined), and (b) by
carefully attending to publication bias (as described further below). Our results provide
evidence that attrition did not pose a major threat to the effect sizes reported in this
review. First, attrition was generally quite low in these studies (M= 26%), especially
compared to the average of more than 50% attrition that has been cited in the drug abuse
literature (Stanton & Shadish, 1997). Second, individual TA d did not reduce effect sizes
by noticeable amounts and only once altered the significance of an effect size. Third, the
combined TA J were virtually identical to the combined d, thereby indicating that the
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attrition in these 30 AMI studies did not introduce a detectable source of bias into our
findings.
Moreover, it appears unlikely that the above findings can be attributed to
publication bias, since the potential for this bias was mitigated in two ways. First, we
made an effort to retrieve as many unpublished studies as possible in literature searches
and by contacting all members of the motivational interviewing network. Second, we
estimated that over a thousand studies with null results must have been unrecovered in
order to negate the findings of the present meta-analysis, strongly suggesting that these
findings are immune to the file drawer threat.
Benchmarks for Comparison
In order to put this review into perspective, our findings will be compared to other
meta-analytic results for alcohol treatments and psychotherapy in general. In the alcohol
domain, Poikolainen (1999) found that "extended brief interventions" (consisting of
about four sessions of treatment, often with a family physician) reduced client drinking
by 4-5 standard drinks per week on average. This estimate is based on eight data sets
with over 2,000 total participants, and it is noticeably smaller than the AMI-assisted
reduction of drinking by approximately 20 standard drinks per week found here.
Additionally, Stanton & Shadish (1997) report a combined effect size of .38 for family
therapy of drug addiction, which is in the same range as our effect sizes in this review.
Unfortunately, no good summary estimates exist at this time for the combined effect size
of alcohol treatments, due chiefly to the paucity and poor quality of meta-analyses in this
domain (Wilson, 2000).
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However, a plethora of comparative data is available for psychotherapy in
general. Lipsey & Wilson (1993) generated the distribution of mean effect sizes from
over 300 meta-analyses of psychological, behavioral, or educational interventions,
reporting the mean and median effect sizes to be around .50 (SD = .29). The results of
our meta-analysis indicate a similar mean effect size of AMIs for alcohol, drug, and diet
& exercise problems.
Based on data from almost 70 meta-analyses, Wampold (2001, p. 70) suggested
that the effect size of psychotherapy compared to no-treatment or placebo groups falls
within the range of .75 to .85. While this value is clearly higher than the effect sizes
obtained here for AMIs, the comparison of motivational interviewing to other
psychotherapies merits further exploration. First, some of the AMI treatments included
in this review fall more closely into the category of educational or behavioral
interventions rather than psychotherapy per se, hence the above comparison to Lipsey &
Wilson (1993) may be most appropriate.
Second, the relative treatment doses must be home in mind: AMI studies feature
an average of under 100 minutes (two sessions) of treatment, whereas most studies
included in psychotherapy meta-analyses deliver at least eight sessions (400+ minutes) of
treatment - four times as much as the AMI studies. Therefore, compared to AMIs, other
psychotherapies use treatments that are four times as long and yield a combined effect
size that is about 60% larger. Our finding of a dose-effect relationship with AMIs
suggests that longer AMI interventions may generate larger effect sizes that match or
perhaps even exceed those of other psychotherapies.
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It is further noteworthy to compare the percent improved data in this review to
analogous data from other meta-analyses. Westen & Morrison (2001) meta-analyzed
empirically supported treatments (ESTs) for depression and panic disorder, finding
sustained improvement rates of 36-38% for depression and 50% for panic disorder. In
other words, AMI treatments produce client improvement rates for alcohol/drug addiction
(51%) that are at least equal to rates generated by ESTs for depression and panic disorder.
Moreover, based on over 2,400 chents, Howard and his colleagues (1986) report that
50% of clients improve by eight sessions of psychotherapeutic treatment - yet AMIs
yield these same improvement rates in an average of just two sessions.
Thus, AMIs show promising results overall. In controlled clinical trials to date,
AMIs yield moderate effects with relatively brief treatments and these positive outcomes
are sustained for up to 4 years post-treatment. More than half of the clients treated with
AMIs improve from intake to follow-up, a percentage that is at least as high as that
produced by eight sessions of general psychotherapy or even ESTs for depression and
panic disorder. Furthermore, AMI interventions have significant clinical impact on the
client or others with whom the client interacts, as indicated by the percent improvement
rates, sizeable drinking reductions (20 standard drinks/week), and moderate effects on
social impact measures for alcohol and drug addiction.
Hypotheses (Moderators)
Our moderator findings indicate that motivational interviewing may indeed work
best as originally designed - i.e., as a tightly controlled, supervised therapy conducted in
Miller's substance abuse clinic, used as a prelude to further treatment for relatively severe
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clients who are likely to be ambivalent or resistant to change. The final two moderators quality and dose - suggest directions for future research in this domain. First, the low
methodological quahty of some of the AMI studies, along with the elevated effect sizes
typically found in these studies, may limit the confidence that can be placed in our
conclusions at present. Higher quality studies are therefore needed in this area. Second,
the significant dose-effect relationship found with AMIs suggests a possible explanation
for their higher efficacy when used as treatment preludes: Motivational interviewing is
designed to prepare clients for change in a small number of sessions, and further sessions
may subsequently help clients to initiate and maintain the change. It is feasible that these
additional sessions could either consist of other clinical services (e.g., residential
treatment) or simply of more AMI treatment. This intriguing possibility merits further
empirical investigation in studies using higher doses of AMIs.
Future Directions for Motivational Interviewing Research
As mentioned above, the main research need at this time appears to be two-fold:
(a) A greater number of high quality studies (discussed below) so that our confidence in
the efficacy of AMIs can be bolstered, and (b) studies using longer AMI treatments, in
order to determine whether AMIs will meet or exceed the efficacy of other
psychotherapies when the doses are rendered more comparable (i.e., eight sessions of
AMI instead of the usual two).
As our prior qualitative review indicates (Burke et al., 2002), there has been a real
imbalance between internal and external validity in motivational interviewing research,
which explains the low quality of some of these studies. It appears that researchers have
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been more interested in evaluating the extent to which AMIs can be useful with different
populations than in constructing rigorous designs to rule out alternative explanations.
The first step in enhancing the internal validity of the AMI studies would be to more
clearly specify the independent variable of interest - the treatment under investigation.
Future research should therefore include: (a) Clear descriptions of the AMI under study,
(b) careful assessment of treatment fidelity and integrity, and (c) greater uniformity and
comparability of AMI treatments across studies.
Process Studies & Dismantling Designs.
Although a substantial amount of thought, practice, and research has already been
devoted to motivational interviewing, we are still far from understanding the precise links
between its processes and outcomes (Burke et al., 2002). While Miller and Rollnick
(2002) speculate about possible therapeutic mechanisms, pointing to faith/hope effects,
counselor effects (e.g., empathy), and change talk, there is a dearth of evidence regarding
how and why interventions related to motivational interviewing might work.
For instance, there is little direct evidence to suggest that AMIs actually work by
enhancing motivation or readiness for change. While AMI clients generally showed an
increase in readiness for change following treatment (Handmaker et al., 1999; Treasure et
al., 1999; Mhurchu et al., 1998), the AMI interventions - with one exception (Butler et
al., 1999) - did not appear to differentially increase readiness for change in comparison to
alternative interventions or controls (Colby et al., 1998; Saunders et al., 1995; Treasure et
al., 1999; Schneider et al., 2000; Mhurchu et al., 1998). Further, none of these studies
performed statistical analyses to determine whether this motivational shift actually
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mediated client outcome. More process studies are therefore necessary in order to
elucidate the precise mediators and moderators of AMI treatment.
There is another essential question that has eluded any direct answer in the
research thus far: What is the efficacy of motivational interviewing (as opposed to
AMIs)? As noted above, there have been no empirical tests of a "pure" form of
motivational interviewing as defined by Miller and Rollnick (1991, 2002), without being
confounded by feedback or other clinical strategies. At this point, we do not yet know
whether feedback, motivational interviewing, or the combination is essential to produce a
therapeutic effect.
In fact, there is some recent empirical evidence to suggest that the feedback
component may be more critical than the motivational interviewing component for
college student drinkers (Juarez, 2001). Moreover, the results of Schneider et al. (2000)
suggest that problem feedback may be efficacious whether delivered in a motivational
interviewing or confrontative style. On the other hand. Miller et al. (1993) report a
significant correlation between therapist confrontative behaviors (e.g., challenging,
disagreeing, head-on disputes, incredulity, sarcasm) and drinking frequency at 1-year
follow-up such that the more the therapist confronted, the more the client drank. Further,
Sellman et al. (2001) found that motivational interviewing was a significantly beneficial
addition to problem feedback and outperformed a nondirective counseling feedback
condition. In order to clarify this murky picture, an immediate task for research in this
area is to dismantle feedback-based AMIs into their main components - problem
feedback and motivational interviewing - so that their relative contributions to outcome
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can be determined.
Expansion Into New Areas.
There is a considerable amount of theory and research to suggest that motivational
interviewing may be an effective approach for clinical areas beyond addictions. Four
converging sources of evidence for this claim will be discussed briefly herein. First, the
fundamental style of motivational interviewing is closely related to and builds upon
chent-centered therapy (Rogers, 1951), which has been shown to be efficacious for a
wide variety of clinical problems in a large-scale review of controlled outcome research
(Greenberg, Elhott, & Lietaer, 1994). Second, the therapeutic relationship is specifically
addressed and attended to throughout motivational interviewing treatment, as embodied
in two of its key guiding principles discussed above - expressing empathy and rolling
with resistance. This relationship or alliance between client and therapist has been
convincingly shown to be an important predictor of psychotherapy outcome, with a
recent meta-analysis finding a moderate and consistent effect regardless of which rating
scales and third variables were employed (Martin, Garske, & Davis, 2000).
Third, motivational interviewing allows for the incorporation of empirically
supported cognitive-behavioral techniques, which have been successfully applied to the
treatment of many clinical problems (e.g., DeRubeis & Crits-Christoph, 1998). Fourth,
research has demonstrated that clients are helped most by interventions targeted to their
current stage of change (Prochaska et al., 1992). Hence, over a single course of
treatment, a given client may require primarily supportive listening from the therapist at
one point in time while benefiting from more active, directive strategies for change at
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another point. Motivational interviewing is particularly well suited for such shifting
client stages and needs, since it integrates the important relationship-building principles
of client-centered therapy with the effective action-oriented techniques of the cognitivebehavioral realm.
Due to the clinical theory and research cited above, the expansion of motivational
interviewing to other clinical domains might prove immensely valuable. Preliminary
research is currently underway to design and implement AMIs for the treatment of
clinical depression by the authors of this meta-analysis and others (e.g.. Heather Flynn,
personal communication, December 2001). The promise of motivational interviewing is
partially supported by the AMI research reviewed here, but we can only know the extent
to which this promise can be fulfilled when we study the process and outcome of longer
and more carefully-controlled motivational interviewing treatments for a wider variety of
clinical problems.
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APPENDIX:
TABLES & FIGURES

Table 1

General Data Analytic Approach for this Review
Key Questions

Data Analytic Strategies

1) Wliat kind of controlled trials have been done with

Code descriptive characteristics of all 30 studies

AMIs?
2) What is the comparative efficacy of AMIs?

Compute individual effect sizes for each study

a) How do AMIs compare to no-treatment or placebo

Compute combined effect sizes for AMIs versus no-

groups across different problem areas?

treatment/placebo comparison groups by problem area;

b) How do AMIs compare to other active treatments across

Compute combined effect sizes for AMIs versus active

different problem areas?

treatment comparison groups by problem area

3) What is the sustained efficacy of AMIs?

Compare post-treatment & follow-up effect sizes for AMIs

4) What is the clinical impact of AMIs?

For AMI studies, whenever available:
Combine percent improved data;
Compute & combine within-AMI effect sizes;
Combine drinking frequency data from alcohol studies;
Compute combined effect sizes for social impact measures

5) What factors might account for any observed

If Q tests indicate significant heterogeneity, subdivide effect

differences in effect sizes across these 30 studies?

size groupings further using categorical moderators;
Code/analyze potential moderators to test 5 specific hypotheses

Table 2.

Methodological Quality Score (MQS) Coding System
Methodological Feature/Dimension

Points Awarded

GROUP ALLOCATION

4 = True randomization
3 = Within-subject counterbalanced
2 = Case control/matching
1 = Quasi-experimental design; arbitrary/sequential assignment
0 = Violated randomization or nonequivalent groups

QUALITY CONTROL

1 = Treatment standardized by manual, specific training, etc.
0 = No standardization specified

FOLLOW-UP RATE

2 = 85-100% follow-ups completed
1 = 70-84.9% follow-ups completed
0 = <70% follow-ups completed or follow-up length < 3 months

FOLLOW-UP LENGTH

2 = 12 months or longer
1 = 6-11.9 months
0 = < 6 months or unspecified

CONTACT

1 = Personal or telephone contact for > 70% of completed follow-ups
0 = Questionnaire, unspecified, or < 70% of follow-ups contacted in person/by phone

COLLATERALS

1 = Collaterals (e.g., the client's significant others) interviewed in > 50% of cases

0 = No collateral verification in most cases, or unspecified
OBJECTIVE

1 = Objective verification (records, serum, breath, etc.) in > 50% of cases
0 = No objective verification in most cases, or unspecified

DROPOUTS

1 = Treatment dropouts included in at least some outcome data
(e.g., intent to treat analysis; compared on dependent variable; etc.)
0 = Treatment dropouts not discussed or not accounted for
(e.g., excluded non-completers from all analyses)

ATTRITION

1 = Cases lost to follow-up enumerated & considered in outcome reporting
(e.g., counted as failures; compared with non-attrition cases on prior characteristics)
0 = Lost cases not enumerated, or merely enumerated but not considered in outcome

INDEPENDENT

1 = Follow-up done by independent interviewer
0 = Follow-up non-blind, unspecified, or questionnaire only

ANALYSES

1 = Acceptable statistical analyses of group differences
0 = No statistical analyses, inappropriate analyses, or unspecified

MULTISITE

1 = Parallel replications at two or more sites with separate research teams
0 = Single site or comparison of sites offering different treatments

Note. This MQS coding system was developed by Miller and his colleagues (1995).
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Table 3.
Basic Characteristics of Controlled Clinical Trials involving Adaptations of Motivational Interviewing (AMIs)

Dose of

Longest

AMI

Follow-Up

(total

Interval (%

Study
Study

Sample

Problem

Size

Area

Setting

Design Measurement Use of
Severity

Rating
Type

Class

AMI
(MQS)'

minutes) completion)
Brown & Miller

3 months
Hospital

28

Alcohol

S3

D1

Ml

P

10

100
(89%)

(1993)''

6 months

Bien, Miller, &
VA SAC

32

Alcohol

S3

D1

Ml

P

13

60
(72%)

Boroughs (1993)*^
Borsari & Carey

6 weeks

College
60

(2000)

Campus

Marlatt et al.

College
Campus

SI

D1

Ml, M2

S

9

60
(98%)
4 years

348
(1998)

Alcohol

Alcohol

SI

D1

M1,M2

S

13

60
(83%)

Dose of

Longest

AMI

Follow-Up

(total

Interval (%

Study

Sample
Study

Problem

Setting

Design Measurement Use of
Severity

Size

Area

Rating
Type

Class

AMI
(MQS)'

minutes) completion)
Gentilello et al.

Trauma

(1999)

Center

762

Alcohol

S2

D1

Ml

S

12

30

Miller, Sovereign,

3 years

18 months
SAC

42

Alcohol

S2

D1

Ml

S

8

120

& Krege (1988)"

(76%)

Miller, Benefield,

12 months
SAC

42

Alcohol

S2

Dl, D2

Ml

S

14

120

& Tonigan (1993)''

(83%)
Hospital

6 months
94

Monti et al. (1999)

Alcohol

SI

D1

M2

S

13

35

ER

(89%)

Prenatal

2 months

Handmaker,
Miller, & Manicke

42
Clinic

(1999)''

Alcohol

SI

Dl

Ml

S

9

60
(81%)

Dose of

Longest

AMI

Follow-Up

(total

Interval (%

Study

Sample
Study

Problem

Setting

Design Measurement Use of
Severity

Size

Area

Rating
Type

Class

AMI
(MQS)'

minutes) completion)
6 months

Heather et al.
Hospital

174

Alcohol

S2

Dl, D2

Ml

S

9

35
(70%)

(1996)
Project MATCH

3 years
Research Group Five SACs 952/774'

Alcohol

D2

Ml, M2

S/A

17

240
(85%)

(1997, 1998)
Sellman et al.

6 months
SAC

125

Alcohol

S3

Dl, D2

Ml

S

12

240
(98%)

(2001)

3 months
Aubrey (1998)''

SAC

80

Alcohol

S2

Dl

Ml

P

7

45
(49%)

Inpatient

1 month
42

Wertz (1994)
VA

Alcohol

Dl

Ml

P

6

60
(52%)

Dose of

Longest

AMI

Follow-Up

(total

Interval (%

Study

Sample
Study

Problem

Setting

Design Measurement Use of
Severity

Size

Area

Rating
Type

Class

AMI
(MQS)'

minutes) completion)
2 months
Juarez (2001)''

SAC

122

Alcohol

SI

D1

Ml, M2

S

10

70/50/50''
(73%)
3 months

Colby etal. (1998) Hospital

40

Smoking

D1

Ml

S

10

30
(95%)
6 months

Butler et al. (1999)

GMP

536

Smoking

D1

Ml

s

10

15
(78%)

Schneider, Casey,

Substance
EAP sites

9 months

89

D2

M1,M2

S/P

9

120

& Kohn (2000)

Addiction

(71%)

Martino et al.

Substance

12 weeks

Hospital
(2000)

23

S2
Addiction

D1

Ml

P

6

50
(26%)

Dose of

Longest

AMI

Follcw-Up

(total

Interval (%

Study

Sample
Study

Problem

Setting

Design Measurement Use of
Severity

Size

Area

Rating
Type

Class

AMI
(MQS)'

minutes) completion)
Drug
Booth etal. (1998)

SAC

Treatment

192

D2
Addiction

P

10

120

3 months

Entry

Saunders,
Drug
Wilkinson, &

SAC

122

6 months
S3

D1

M1,M2

P

60

(60%)

Addiction
Phillips (1995)
Stephens,
Drug
Roffman, & Curtin

SAC

291

16 months
S3

D1,D2

M1,M2

S

14

180

Addiction

(89%)

HIV-risk

6 months

(2000)

Baker etal. (1993)

SAC

95

D1,D2
behaviors

Ml

A

12

75
(84%)

Dose of

Longest

AMI

Follow-Up

(total

Interval (%

Study
Sample
Study

Problem

Setting

Design Measurement Use of
Severity

Size

Area

Rating
Type

Class

AMI
(MQS)'

minutes) completion)
HIV-risk
Baker et al. (1994)

SAC

6 months

200

D1

Ml

10

30
(44%)

behaviors
Swanson,
% attending

Treatment
Pantalon, & Cohen Hospital

121

N

D1

Adherence

A

60

FAA

(1999)
Mhurchu,

Hospital

Margetts, &

Dietary

Diet &
121

3 months
N

D1

Ml

10

150

(80%)

Exercise
Speller (1998)

Clinic

Woollard et al.

Diet &
GMP

(1995)

166

18 weeks
N

Exercise

D1

Ml

240

(80%)

a\

Dose of

Longest

AMI

Follow-Up

(total

Interval (%

Study
Sample
Study

Problem

Setting

Design Measurement Use of
Rating

Severity
Size

Type

Area

Class

AMI
(MQS)'

minutes) completion)
Harland et al.

Diet &
GM?

523

(1999)

I year
N

D1

Ml

A

11

240/40'

Exercise
Outpatient

Smith et al. (1997)

(85%)

Diet &
22

Clinic

4 months
DI

Ml

A

10

150

Exercise

(73%)

Eating

4 weeks

Eating
Treasure et al.
Disorders
(1999)

125

D2
Disorder

MI

P

8

200
(54%)

Clinic

Note. A=adjunct to standard treatment; D1 =Tio-treatment/placebo control group; D2=active treatment comparison group;
EAP=employee assistance program; ER==emergency room; FAA=first aftercare appointment; GMP=general medical practice;
Ml=target symptom; M2=social impact; P=prelude to further treatment; S=stand-alone treatment; Sl=mild;
S2=mixed/moderate; S3=severe; SAC=substance abuse clinic; VA=Veterans Administration hospital.
'^MQS=methodological quality score (range 0-17); ''This study was conducted in W. R. Miller's clinic; "^This study involved
two separate samples (outpatient and aftercare); ''This study used three separate AMI groups; '^This study used two separate
AMI groups.

Table 4.

Effect Sizes, Percent Improved, and Drinking Frequency from Controlled Clinical Trials of Adaptations of Motivational
Interviewing (AMIs)
Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Study

Effect Size
Point

Area

Comparison

Measure

Drinks/wk

AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

Effect Size
(95% CI)
(TA d)

(wks)
Group

Brown & Miller (1993)

%

Total Attrition

AMI+ST:

SEC

13

.99(.16,1.82)

ST

BAC

13

.67(-.13,l,48) .63(-.18,1.43)

13

.70(-.09,1.49) .61(-.18,1.40)

26

.33(-.49,l,15) .25(-.57,1.07)

.92(.09,1.74)

Alcohol

64

SEC
AMI + ST:
Bien, Miller, & Boroughs (1993)

Alcohol

64
PL + ST

13

.74(-.05,L54) .65(-.14,1.44)

26

.30(-.52,L12) .23(-.60,1.05)

BAC

Borsari & Carey (2000)

Alcohol

AMI: NT

SEC

.57(.05,1.09)

.57(.05,1.09)

.75

00

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Study

Effect Size
Pomt

Area

Comparison

Measure

%

Dnnks/wk

Total Attrition
AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMl

Effect Size
(95% CI)

(wks)

(TA d)

Group

17.6 to
Borsari & Carey (2000, continued)

Alcohol

AMI: NT

RAPI

6

-.07(-.58,.44) -.07(-.58,.44)
11.4

Dnnkmg

26

.23^(.01,.46)

N/A

frequency

208

.07(-.16,.30)

.06(-.17,.29)

52

.34(.11,.56)

.28(.05,.50)

208

.28(.04,.51)

.23(.00,.46)

AMI:
Marlatt etal. (1998)
^
^

Alcohol
^

Drinking
consequences

,

,

.20

67

Within-

Treatment

•

Time
Problem

Group:

Outcome

Study

Effect Size
Point

Area

Comparison

Measure

%

Dnnks/wk

Total Attrition
AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre-to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

Effect Size
(95% CI)

(wks)

(TAtO

Group

48%
reduction
AMI:
Gentilello et al. (1999)

Alcohol

40.1 to
SEC

52

.09(-.10,.29)

.05(-,15,.24)

in new

NT

18.3
injuries
(vs. NT)

AMI:
Miller, Sovereign, & Krege (1988) Alcohol

SEC

6

-.03''(-.80„74)

N/A

SEC

6

.64(-. 11,1,40) .64(-.11,1.40)

40

NT

Miller, Benefield, & Tonigan

AMI:
Alcohol

(1993)

.68
NT

BAC

6

.55(-.21,1.30) .55(-.21,1.30)

49 to 12

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Study
Comparison

Measure

AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

Effect Size
(95% CI)
(TA d)

(wks)
Group

6

.26(-.49,1.00)

52

.45(-.30,1.20)

6

.10(-.64,.84)

52

.06(-.68,.80)

ARP

52

.43(-.01,.86)

.38(-.05,.82)

SEC

9

.03'(-.64,.71)

N/A

SEC
Miller, Benefield, & Tonigan

AMI:
Alcohol

(1993, continued)

CFB
BAC

AMI:
Monti etal. (1999)

Alcohol
ST

Handmaker, Miller, & Manicke

AMI:
Alcohol

(1999)

.46
PL

BAC

9

Drinks/wk

Total Attrition
Effect Size

Point
Area

%

.70'(,01,L40)

N/A

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Study

Effect Size
Pomt

Area

Comparison

Measure

%

Drinks/wk

Total Attrition
AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

Effect Size
(95% CI)
(TA d)

(wks)
Group
AMI;
SEC

26

T6(-.29,.60)

.12(-.33,.56)

NT
49.5 to
Heather et al. (1996)

Alcohol

.80

27.6

AMI:
SEC

26

.35(-.07,.76)

GGT

65

.05(-.14,.24)

65

-.01(-.20,.19)

65

-.08(-.26,.ll)

65

-T8(-.37,.01)

SBC

AMI:
Drinking
CBT
consequences

Project MATCH Research Group
Alcohol

44.4

(1997, 1998)'

GGT
AMI:
Drinking
TSF
consequences

On
NJ

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Study

Effect Size
Point

Area

Comparison

Measure

AMI Improved

(95% CI)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

65

.24(-.04,.52)

65

.09(-.12,.31)

65

.21(-.08,.50)

65

.16(-.05,.38)

26

.33\-.l 1,.77) .33'(-.l 1,.77)

26

.34'(-.10,.78)

AMI + ST:
Drinking
Project MATCH Research Group

consequences
Alcohol

50,8

(1997, 1998)*^

GGT
AMI + ST:
Drinking
TSE + ST
consequences
Heavy
AMI:
drinking 1+
BE
times (%)

Sellman et al. (2001)

Alcohol
Heavy
AMI:
drinking 1+
BE+CC
times (%)

(SEC)

(TA d)

Group

CBT + ST

Drinks/wk

Effect Size

(wks)

GGT

%

Total Attrition

Treatment

VVithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Study

Effect Size
Point

Area

Comparison

(wks)

AMI:

Total alcohol

NT

use days

Alcohol

13

AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

(TAJ)

Group

Aubrey (1998)

Drinks/wk

Effect Size
(95% CI)

Measure

%

Total Attrition

.93(.24,].61) .61(-.06,1.28)

AMI:
Wertz(1994)

Alcohol

SEC

4

N/A

N/A

SEC

9

.00(-.66,.66)

.00(-.66,.66)

BAC

9

.17(-.50,.83)

,10(-.56,.77)

RAPI

9

.17(-.49,.84)

.ll(-.55,.77)

SEC

9

.46(-.17,1.10) .32(-.31,.95)

BAC

9

.49(-.15,1.13) .34(-.29,.97)

RAPI

9

-.ll(-.74,.52) -.08(-.71,.55)

AMI":

SEC

9

44(-.23,l.ll) .29(-.38,.95)

Nl^

BAC

9

.12(-.54,.79)

55

NT

AMf:
NT

Juarez (2001)

Alcohol

12.7 to
.76

AMI'NT

,08(-.58,.74)

5.2

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group;

Outcome

Study

Effect Size
Point

Area

Comparison

Measure

%

Drmks/wk

Total Attrition
AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

Effect Size
(95% CI)

(wks)

(TA (i)

Group
AMI•Juarez (2001, continued)

Alcohol

RAPI

9

.14(-.52,.80)

.09(-,57,.75)

FTQ

13

.24(-.40,.88)

.22(-.42,.85)

NT

AMI:
Colby et al.(1998)

Smoking

.18

Cigarettes/
PL

13

-.04(-.67,.60) -.03(-.67,.61)

26

.10'(-,07,.27) .10'(-.07,.27)

26

.22''(.05,.39)

13

.24(-.21,.69)

day
Abstinence
past month
AMI":
Butler et al. (1999)

(%)

Smoking
PL

Abstinence
.22'(.05,.39)

past day (%)
AMI:
Schneider, Casey, & Kohn (2000)

Drugs

Alcohol AS!
CFB

34.6 to
.86

39

.43(-.08,.93)

21

5.6

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group;

Outcome

Study
Comparison

Measure

Drinks/wk

Total Attrition
Effect Size

Point
Area

%

AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

Effect Size
(95% CI)

(wks)

(TA (/)

Group
13

.25(-.20,.70)

39

0(-.50,.50)

13

-.02'(-.47,.43)

39

-.10''(-60,.40)

12

.41(-.42,1.24)

N/A

12

.46(-.37,1.30)

N/A

13

-.06'(-.34,.22)

Drug ASI
Schneider, Casey, & Kohn

AMI:
Drugs

C:FB

(2000, continued)

Substancerelated
problems
Frequency of

AMI + ST: substance use
Martmo et al. (2000)

Drugs
PL + ST

Treatment
days attended

Booth et al. (1998)

AMI:

Treatment

RR

entry (%)

Drugs

o\

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Area

Comparisor1

Measure

Study

%

Effect Size
Point

AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

2.60

37

Effect Size
(95% CI)

(TAd)

(wks)
Group
Opiate
26

.06'(-.40,.52)

N/A

26

.48"(.02,.95)

N/A

Frequency of 18

-.11 (-.42,.19)

marijuana use 70

-.06(-.35,.23)

dependence
Saunders, Wilkinson, & Phillips

AMI;
Drugs

(1995)

OpiatePL
related
problems

AMI:
MarijuanaRP Group

Stephens, Roffman, & Curtin
Drugs

18

.06(-.24,.36)

70

-.10(-.40,.19)

18

.84(.51,L17)

dependent

(2000)
problems
AMI:

Frequency of

NT

marijuana use

Drinks/wk

Total Attrition

.72(39,1.05)

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Area

Comparison

Measure

Study

%

Drinks/wk

Total Attrition
Effect Size

Point

AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

Effect Size
(95% CI)
(TA d)

(wks)
Group
MarijuanaStephens, Roffman, & Curtin

AMI:
Drugs

(2000, continued)

dependent

18

L12(.78,].46) .95(.62,1.29)

26

-.15(-.69,.39)

26

-T5(-.70,.39) -T2(-.67,.42)

NT
problems
AMI + ST:

HIV risk-

AMl + RP

taking

+ ST

behavior

HIV-nsk
Baker et al. (1993)
behavior

HIV riskAMI + ST:
taking
PL + ST
behavior

00

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Study

Effect Size
Point

Area

Comparison

Measure

(95% CI)
(wks)

HIVr.sk-

booklet:

taking

NT

behavior

Drinks/wk

AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

Effect Size
(TA cO

Group

AMI.RP

%

Total Attrition

HIV-nsk
Baker et al, (1994)

.39

behavior
^5

,i9(-.23,.60)

,08(-,34,.50)

FAA .56'(.20,.92)

.56''(.20,.92)

(injecting)

Swanson, Pantalon, & Cohen
(1999)

Treatment AMI + ST:
Adherence

ST

Attended
FAA (%)

Serum
Mhurchu, Margetts, & Speller

Diet &

AMI:

(1998)

Exercise

ST

13

.03'(-.40,.46)

N/A

13

,25'(-.18,.68)

N/A

cholesterol

BMI

o^

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Study

Effect Size
Point

Area

Comparison

Measure

(95% CI)

AMI + ST:

Exercise

ST

AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMI

(TA d)

Group

Diet &

Drinks/wk

Effect Size

(wks)

Systolic BP

%

Total Attrition

1.24

1.04

(.80,1.68)

(.61,1.47)

1.94

1.63

(1.45,2.44)

(1.16,2.09)

12

.46%16,.76)

.37''(.07,.67)

52

.\T{-M,A6) T4'(-.15,.43)

18

Woollard et al. (1995)
Diastolic BP

18

Increased
Diet &

AMI' + PL;

Physical

Exercise

PL

Activity

Harland et al. (1999)

Score (%)

•-J
o

Treatment

WithinTime

Problem

Group:

Outcome

Area

Comparison

Measure

Study

%

Drinks/wk

Total Attrition
Effect Size

Point

AMI Improved

(SEC)

Effect

(AMI

Pre- to

Size

group)

Post-AMl

.92

53

Effect Size
(95% CI)

(wks)

(TA t/)

Group

Increased
Diet &

AMI' + PL;

Physical

Exercise

PL

Activity

12

A9\A9,.19)

52

.00'(-.29,.28) .02''(-.27,.31)

18

.36(-.66,l .38) .20(-.82,L2])

4

-.30(-.80,.19) -.30(-.80,.19)

.43''(.13,.73)

Harland et al. (1999, continued)

Score (%)
Diet &

AMI + ST;

Glycemic

Smith etal. (1997)
Exercise

ST

control
Frequency of

Eating

AMI:

binge eating

Treasure et al. (1999)
Disorder CBT group Frequency of
4

.31(-.18,.79)

.31(-.18,.79)

vomiting

Note. ARP=alcohol-related problems; ASI=Addiction Severity Index; BAC=blood alcohol concentration (peak); BF=brief
feedback; BP=blood pressure; CBT=cognitive behavior therapy; CC=client-centered counseling; CFB=confrontative

feedback; CI=confidence interval; continued=same study continued on next page; FAA=first aftercare appointment;
FTQ=Fagerstrom Tolerance Questionnaire; GGT= gamma glutamyl transpeptidase (a liver enzyme associated with alcohol
consumption); NT=no treatment; PL=placebo treatment (e.g., 5-minute interview, informational letter); RAPI=Rutgers
Alcohol Problem Index; RP=relapse prevention; RR=risk reduction; SBC=skills-based counseling; SEC=standard ethanol
content (per week unless otherwise noted); ST=standard treatment (inpatient or outpatient); TSF=twelve step facilitation.
^Calculated from t, F, or chi-square statistic; ''Reported in Bien, Miller, & Tonigan (1993); "^Outpatient sample; Aftercare
sample; ''AMI including face-to-face feedback; '^AMI including mailed feedback; ®AMI (MI) without feedback; ''AMI adapted
for brief use by non-specialists; '6-session AMI; ^1-session AMI.
Effect sizes in bold are significant at p<.05.

Table 5.

Combined Effect Sizes of Adaptations of Motivational Interviewing (AMIs) by Problem Area
Problem Area

Combined Effect Size (with 95% Confidence Intervals) compared to;
No-treatment/PIacebo weighted by:
Inverse Variance
21" (.09,.33)

Active Treatment weighted by:

MOS
.42 (.25,.60)

.43' (.24,.61)

Inverse Variance

MQS

.09 (-.04,.23)

.17 (-.06,-41)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

-.01 (-.25,.25)

.02 (-.38,.43)

Alcohol (SEC)

.25 (.13,.37)

Alcohol (BAC)

.53 (.20,.86)

Smoking Cessation

.11 (-.05,.27)

Drug Addiction

.56 (.31,.82)

HIV-risk Behaviors

.01 (-.29,.31)

-.01'(-.30,.29)

-.05 (-.47,.37)

-.05'(-.46,.37)

N/A

N/A

Diet & Exercise

.53 (.32,.74)

.57" (.33,.81)

.48 (.17,.80)

.49" (.13,.86)

N/A

N/A

Social Impact

.47 (.32,.62)

N/A

N/A

.57 (.30,.83)
.ir(-.06,.27)

.17 (-.27,.61)

.16' (-.28,.60)

.51 (.15,.87)

.45 (.21,.69)

Note. BAC=(peak) blood alcohol concentration (a measure of degree of intoxication); MQS=methodological quality score;
SEC=standard ethanol content (a measure of drinking frequency).
^These combined effect sizes have been adjusted using total attrition d (TA d) to account for attrition as in intent-to-treat
analyses.
Effect sizes in bold are significant at p<.05=

Table 6.

Hypothesis Testing with Potential Moderators of Adaptations of Motivational Interviewing (AMIs)
Hypothesis

1. Miller's ClinioOthers

2. Severe>Moderate>Mild

3. Prelude>Stand-alone

Group Means

Significance

Correlations

(Effect Size with 95% CI)

Testing {p)

(^)

.51(.23,.79)

.21 (.09,.34)

k=7

k=6

.56(34,,77)

.18(.02,.34)

.30(.13,.48)

k=5

k=6

k=5

.53(.37,.69)

.21(.13,.30)

k=10

k=15

4. Quality:

.49(.31,.66)

.24(.15,.32)

Low>High

k=9

k=16

5. Comparative Dose;
High>Low>Zero>Negative

.05

.02

.00

.01

MQS a d
-.04 (p=.84)

.51(.33,.70)

.19(.10,.28)

.12(-.09,.32)

.01(-.14,.16)

k=8

k=14

k=3

k=3

.00

Dose a d
.49 (p=.00)

Note. > means "has a higher combined effect size than;" CI=confidence interval; k=number of studies; MQS=methodological
quality score.
Group differences or correlations in bold are signiflcant at p<.05.
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Figure 1. Combined Effect Sizes of Adaptations of Motivational Interviewing (AMIs) by
Problem Area compared to No-Treatment or Placebo Controls.

I

Target Symptom • Social Impact

0

N
'(/)
-I—•
O

LJJ

Alcohol
(SEC)

Alcohol Smoking
Drug
HIV-risk
Diet&
(BAC) Cessation Addiction Behavior Exercise

Problem Area

Note. BAC=(peak) blood alcohol concentration (a measure of degree of intoxication);
SEC=standard ethanol content (a measure of drinking frequency).
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Figure 2. Combined Effect Sizes of Adaptations of Motivational Interviewing (AMIs)
separated by Moderator Variables into Homogeneous Groups.

NT/PLACEBO
d=.25;n=1142;k=12
ALCOHOL
ACTIVE TREATMENT
d=.09; n=826; k=5

SMOKING CESSATION
(NT/PLACEBO ONLY)
d= ll;n=574;k=2
NT/PLACEBO
d=.56; n=250; k=3

HIGH DOSE"
d=84; n=154;k=l

DRUG ADDICTION
LOW DOSE"
d=.I4; n=96; k=2
ACTIVE TREATMENT
d=-.01;n=247;k=2

HIV-RISK BEHAVIORS
(NT/PLACEBO ONLY)
d=01;n=173;k=2

_

HIGH DOSE'
d=.69; n=282; k=3

DIET & EXERCISE
(NT/PLACEBO ONLY)
d=.53; n=366; k=4

HIGH QUALITY''
d=.45;n=I88;k=2

LOW QUALITY''
d=1.24;n=94;k=I
LOW DOSE"
d=.03;n=84;k=I

Note. d==combined effect size; k=number of studies; n=number of subjects;
NT/PLACEBO=no-treatment or placebo control group.
^DOSE (total minutes of AMI treatment): low=5-60; high>60; ''QUALITY
(methodological quality score, MQS): low<10; high=10+.
Boxes surround groupings of studies that are homogeneous by the Q (chi-square)
test.
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Figure 3. A Graph of Effect Sizes (d) by Methodological Quality Score (MQS) for
Adaptations of Motivational Interviewing (AMIs) compared to No-Treatment or Placebo
Controls.
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